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Ruby Series Rails Plugins: Extending Rails Beyond the CoreAddison Wesley, 2006
One of the most powerful aspects of the Rails framework is the ability to extend and override it within your own applications. This is achieved through the Rails plugin mechanism, which provides an avenue for Rails developers to add powerful new features to their applications and share this functionality with the worldwide...
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Ruby on Rails Web Mashup ProjectsPackt Publishing, 2008
A web mashup is a new type of web application that uses data and services from one or more external sources to build entirely new and different web applications. Web mashups usually mash up data and services that are available on the Internet—freely, commercially, or through other partnership agreements. The external sources that a mashup...
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Implementing AppFogPackt Publishing, 2013

	Getting to grips with the AppFog service is easily achieved with this hands-on guide, which walks you through creating and deploying applications to the cloud. You'll be developing your first application in minutes.


	Overview

	
		Create applications from scratch using the AppFog web console
	...
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Build Awesome Command-Line Applications in Ruby 2: Control Your Computer, Simplify Your LifePragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Speak directly to your system. With its simple commands, flags, and parameters, a well-formed command-line application is the quickest way to automate a backup, a build, or a deployment and simplify your life. With this book, you'll learn specific ways to write command-line applications that are easy to use, deploy, and maintain, using a...
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Ruby Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2007
Although Ruby is an easy language to learn, in the heat of action you may find that you can't remember the correct syntax for a conditional or the name of a method. This handy pocket reference offers brief yet clear explanations of Ruby's core components, from operators to reserved words to data structures to method syntax, highlighting those key...
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Agile Web Development with Rails 4 (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Rails just keeps on changing. Both Rails 3 and 4, as well as Ruby 1.9 and 2.0, bring hundreds of improvements, including new APIs and substantial performance enhancements. The fourth edition of this award-winning classic has been reorganized and refocused so it's more useful than ever before for developers new to Ruby and Rails.
...
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Time Series Databases: New Ways to Store and Access DataO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Time series data is of growing importance, especially with the rapid expansion of the Internet of Things. This concise guide shows you effective ways to collect, persist, and access large-scale time series data for analysis. You’ll explore the theory behind time series databases and learn practical methods for implementing...
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AdvancED Flex 4Apress, 2010

	AdvancED Flex 4 makes advanced Flex 4 concepts and techniques easy. Ajax, RIA, Web 2.0, mashups, mobile applications, the most sophisticated web tools, and the coolest interactive web applications are all covered with practical, visually oriented recipes.

	
		Completely updated for the new tools in Flex 4
	...
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Everyday Scripting with Ruby: For Teams, Testers, and YouPragmatic Bookshelf, 2007
Are you a tester who spends more time manually creating complex test data than using it? A business analyst who seemingly went to college all those years so you can spend your days copying data from reports into spreadsheets? A programmer who can't finish each day's task without having to scan through version control system output, looking for the...
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Deploying Rails: Automate, Deploy, Scale, Maintain, and Sleep at Night (The Facets of Ruby)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
	
		Ruby on Rails has taken the web application development world by storm.
	
		Those of us who have been writing web apps for a few years remember the
	
		good ol’ days when the leading contenders for web programming languages
	
		were PHP and Java, with Perl, Smalltalk, and even C++ as fringe choices.
	
		Either PHP or...
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The Rails 5 Way (4th Edition) (Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series)Addison Wesley, 2017

	
		The “Bible” for Rails Development: Fully Updated for Rails 5

	
		 

	
		
			“When I read The Rails Way for the first time, I felt like I truly understood Rails for the first time.”

		...
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Puppet 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	A revolution is happening in web operations. Configuration management tools can build servers in seconds, and automate your entire network. Tools like Puppet are essential to taking full advantage of the power of cloud computing, and building reliable, scalable, secure, high-performance systems. More and more systems administration and IT...
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